In darkness, the E3 ligase COSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENESIS1 (COP1) targets to degradation ELONGATED HYPOCHOTYL5 (HY5) and other proteins required for photomorphogenesis (Osterlund et al., 2000a; Saijo et al., 2003; Seo et al., 2003). Light inactivates COP1, allowing photomorphogenesis to proceed (Lau and Deng, 2012). Pioneer studies have demonstrated that biologically active COP1-GUS fusion proteins migrate from the nucleus to the cytoplasm (von Arnim and Deng, 1994) but this shift is too slow to be the mechanism of COP1 inactivation involved in rapid light-induced responses (von Arnim et al., 1997; Lau and Deng, 2012). Here, we re-examine the latter conclusion by using YFP-COP1 and comparing the kinetics to that of nuclear HY5.

The shoot of young seedlings experiences full darkness when the seeds germinate buried in the soil. The absence of light impairs photosynthesis, forcing the seedling to live heterotrophically on its reserves, and induces skotomorphogenesis, a specialized developmental pattern that optimizes the chances of rapid shoot emergence from the soil. This pattern is characterized in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) by the fast growth of the hypocotyl, the restricted growth of the cotyledons, the formation of apical hook, and the presence of a rudimentary photosynthetic apparatus (Kami et al., 2010). Upon light exposure, the growth of the hypocotyl is restricted, the cotyledons expand and unfold, the apical hook disappears, and the synthesis of a fully functional photosynthetic apparatus and photoprotective pigments is stimulated. Light triggers the shift between skoto- and photomorphogenesis (deetiolation).

COP1 is a key repressor of photomorphogenesis, and the cop1 mutants show photomorphogenesis in darkness (Deng et al., 1992). COP1 is a ubiquitin E3 ligase that targets to degradation proteins required for photomorphogenesis, including the basic Leu zipper transcription factors HY5 (Osterlund et al., 2000a, 2000b; Saijo et al., 2003) and HY5-HOMOLOG (Holm et al., 2002), the R2R3-MYB transcription factor LONG AFTER FAR-RED LIGHT1 (LAF1; Seo et al., 2003), and the basic helix-loop-helix protein LONG HYPOCHOTYL IN FAR-RED REDUCED PHYTOCHROME SIGNALING1 (Doe et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2005). Light induces the dissociation of the COP1-SPA1 complex (Saijo et al., 2003). Under blue light, cryptochrome 1 interacts with SPA1, reducing SPA1 interaction with COP1 (Lian et al., 2011). Because, in darkness, SPA1 cooperates with COP1 to reduce HY5 abundance (Saijo et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2008), light perceived by cryptochrome 1 would lower COP1 activity by reducing COP1-SPA1 interaction (Fankhauser and Ulm, 2011; Lian et al., 2011). It is not clear how the disruption of the complex with SPA1 affects COP1 activity toward its nuclear targets; it could be via changes in COP1 E3-ligase activity, but SPA1 enhances in vitro COP1-mediated LAFA ubiquitylation only at low COP1 concentrations (Seo et al., 2003) and actually inhibits in vivo ubiquitylation of HY5.
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(Saijo et al., 2003). Whether phytochromes affect the COP1-SPA1 complex remains to be elucidated.

In darkness, COP1 forms nuclear speckles (von Arnim et al., 1998). Deficient translocation to the nucleus (Stacey et al., 2000) or formation of nuclear speckles (Nakagawa and Komeda, 2004) correlates with impaired biological activity of mutant COP1 proteins. Both phytochromes and cryptochromes shift COP1 from the nucleus to the cytoplasm as indicated by the analysis of COP1-GUS fusion proteins (Osterlund and Deng, 1998). Mutations at the nuclear-exclusion motifs indicate that nuclear exclusion of COP1 protein is important to regulate its biological activity and nuclear abundance in the light (Subramanian et al., 2004), although a contribution of differential subcellular stability cannot be excluded. The kinetics of COP1-GUS migration to the cytoplasm is very slow, and changes are not detectable during the first 12 h after the dark-to-light transition, suggesting that relocalization is important to stably maintain a committed photomorphogenic fate rather than in causing such a commitment (von Arnim et al., 1997). This idea has persisted to the present day (Chen and Chory, 2011; Lau and Deng, 2012), and for this reason, COP1 inactivation by light has recently been modeled without incorporating COP1 migration to the cytoplasm (Pokhilko et al., 2011).

A slow kinetics of COP1 remobilization would help to commit the seedling to photomorphogenesis by buffering the fluctuations in light signal input under day-night cycles (von Arnim et al., 1997). However, under day-night cycles and even in response to shade, yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-COP1 shows rapid remobilization from or toward the nucleus (Pacín et al., 2013). The latter prompted us to reexamine the kinetics of nuclear COP1 during deetiolation to elucidate whether either COP1 subcellular partitioning becomes more dynamic after deetiolation or the depletion of nuclear COP1 during deetiolation is faster than originally revealed by the studies involving GUS staining. This issue is central to our understanding of the mechanisms involved in deetiolation because a rapid decline in nuclear COP1 would frame this process within the time window when COP1 is inactivated and its target proteins involved in photomorphogenesis accumulate upon light exposure.

**RAPID LIGHT-INDUCED DECLINE IN NUCLEAR YFP-COP1**

Seedlings of Arabidopsis where the cop1-4 mutation is complemented by Pro35S:YFP-COP1 (Oravecz et al., 2006) were grown in full darkness for 3 d and then transferred to 100 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ white light with a red/far-red ratio of 1.1 (growth conditions and light spectrum were as described [Pacín et al., 2013]). The nuclear fluorescence of YFP-COP1 was measured by using confocal microscopy as described (Karayekov et al., 2013). The nuclear fluorescence signal caused by YFP-COP1 was measured by using confocal microscopy as described (Karayekov et al., 2013). The fluorescence signal caused by YFP-COP1 followed an exponential decay with a half-life of 2.4 ± 0.5 h (mean ± se; Fig. 1). As a control, the nuclear fluorescence caused by the spliceosomal SMALL NUCLEAR RIBONUCLEOPROTEIN ASSOCIATED PROTEIN B fused to GFP (Pro35S:SmB-GFP; Lorković et al., 2004) remained stable under the same conditions (Fig. 1A, inset), indicating that the decay observed for COP1 is not the result of fluorescence bleaching caused by the light treatment. We conclude that YFP-COP1 remobilization is much faster than that previously reported for COP1-GUS. One possible explanation might be the larger shift in size caused by GUS compared with GFP fusions, and the tendency of GUS to form tetramers that might interfere with mobility and translocation (von Arnim, 2007).

**Figure 1.** Rapid decline in COP1 nuclear abundance in response to light. A, Time course of the fluorescence intensity (normalized to the maximum of each experiment) produced by YFP-COP1 in the nucleus of hypocotyl cells of dark-grown seedlings of Arabidopsis transferred to white light at time 0. Data are means ± se of eight to 11 seedlings. The inset shows the stable nuclear fluorescence produced by SmB-GFP under the same conditions, as a negative control for the fluorescence decay. B, Confocal microscopy images of representative hypocotyls of Pro35S:YFP-COP1 seedlings grown in darkness (0 h) or exposed to 6 h white light (6 h). Chlorophyll fluorescence is depicted in red, and the insets show the overlap between confocal and transmission images. [See online article for color version of this figure.]
THERE IS A LAG IN LIGHT-INDUCED STABILIZATION OF HY5

The light-induced decay of COP1 in the light is much faster than previously considered. However, the biological significance that could be attached to this decay depends on the actual kinetics of stabilization observed for COP1 targets.

We investigated the kinetics of accumulation of the basic Leu zipper transcription factor HY5 (Oyama et al., 1997), one of the key targets of COP1 (Osterlund et al., 2000a), by using transgenic seedlings of the hy5-1 background bearing the Pro\textsubscript{HY5}:HY5-YFP fusion (Oravecz et al., 2006), under the same conditions involved in the analysis of COP1. By using confocal microscopy (Karayekov et al., 2013), we observed that upon light exposure, the nuclear pool of HY5-YFP undergoes a rapid increase with a half-life of 2.9 ± 0.2 h (mean ± se; Fig. 2A), which leads to elevated levels that remained relatively stable between 6 and 10 h (Fig. 2, A and B). The results are consistent with a recent report showing the time course of HY5 protein blots (Pokhilko et al., 2011).

One of the components of the light-induced accumulation of HY5 is the enhanced expression of the HY5 gene. The activity of the HY5 gene promoter was investigated by using a line bearing the Pro\textsubscript{HY5}:LUC\textsuperscript{+} transgene (Ulm et al., 2004) and measuring luciferase activity as described (Karayekov et al., 2013). The activity of the HY5 promoter showed a peak at or before the 2 h of irradiation followed by a gradual decline (Fig. 2C). These data are consistent with the kinetics of HY5 mRNA shown previously (Tepperman et al., 2001; Pokhilko et al., 2011). The decay in HY5 promoter activity began when the rate of HY5 accumulation was increasing (Fig. 2, B and C), indicating the contribution of posttranscriptional regulation.

In darkness, COP1 ubiquitylates HY5, which becomes targeted to degradation (Osterlund et al., 2000a, 2000b). To investigate the kinetics of the HY5 protein stability without the interference from light-induced changes in HY5 transcription, we used transgenic seedlings of the hy5-211 background complemented by the Pro\textsubscript{35S}:HY5-MYC fusion (Shin et al., 2007). Protein extraction and protein blots were as described (Sellaro et al., 2009). HY5 protein abundance remained stable during the first 4 h of irradiation and only then increased at a constant rate (Fig. 2D). Therefore, by the time HY5 protein stabilization became obvious, the nuclear pool of COP1 had already decreased to less than one-half of the levels present in darkness.

Figure 2. Kinetics of HY5 nuclear accumulation, HY5 promoter activity, and HY5 protein stability in dark-grown seedlings transferred to white light. A, Time course of fluorescence intensity (normalized to the maximum of each experiment) produced by HY5-YFP in the nucleus of hypocotyl cells. Data are means ± se of eight to 14 seedlings. B, Confocal microscopy images of representative hypocotyls of hy5-1 Pro\textsubscript{HY5}:HY5-YFP seedlings grown in darkness (0 h) or exposed to 6 h white light (6 h). Chlorophyll fluorescence is depicted in red, and the merge between confocal and transmission images are included. C, Time course of luciferase activity driven by the HY5 promoter (normalized to the median of each experiment). Data are means ± se of seven plates with seedlings. D, Time course of HY5 protein abundance (normalized to the median of each experiment) in hy5-211 Pro\textsubscript{35S}:HY5-MYC seedlings. HY5-MYC was detected by using the mouse anti-c-Myc monoclonal antibody (Life Technologies) as primary antibody and goat anti-mouse IgG-horseradish peroxidase as secondary antibody and Amersham ECL Prime Western Blotting Detection Reagent (Roche). Data are means ± se of five boxes with seedlings. The inset shows a representative protein blot and the quantification of its bands. [See online article for color version of this figure.]
MECHANISMS OF LIGHT-INDUCED INACTIVATION OF COP1

We propose that, against the currently established idea, the translocation of COP1 out of the nucleus is sufficiently rapid to regulate COP1 activity against its nuclear targets and contribute to the early stabilization of HY5. In fact, upon the dark-to-light transition, the nuclear fluorescence signal followed an exponential decline with a half-life of only 2.4 h, while the stabilization of its target HY5 showed a lag of 4 h. Interestingly, also mammalian COP1 dynamically migrates between the cytoplasm and the nucleus, and this process is important to regulation of its target proteins (Su et al., 2010). Noteworthy, the combination of light-induced HY5 gene expression and HY5 stabilization generated a switch from the weak background levels of nuclear HY5 observed in darkness to relatively stable, elevated levels beyond 6 h.

The occurrence of a rapid decay in nuclear levels does not exclude other mechanisms of inactivation. Compared with dark controls, the interaction between COP1 and SPA1 is reduced 15% and 33%, respectively, after 2 and 4 h of blue light (50 μmol m−2 s−1; Lian et al., 2011), indicating that this pathway of inactivation of COP1 would not be substantially faster or more intense than that involving the remobilization out of the nucleus. The comparable time frames suggest that dissociation from SPA1 could contribute to COP1 remobilization. Alternatively, if dissociation from SPA1 affects only the biochemical activity of COP1, COP1 remobilization would contribute simultaneously with the reductions in intrinsic activity to generate a sharper inactivation of COP1 toward its nuclear targets than any of the two mechanisms in isolation.
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